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Abstract 
It is proved that if every subcontraction f a graph G contains a vertex with degree at most k, 
then the chromatic polynomial of G is positive throughout the interval (k, c~); Kk+l shows that 
this interval is the largest possible. It is conjectured that the largest real zero of the chromatic 
polynomial of a z-chromatic planar graph is always less than X. For Z = 2 and 3, constructions 
are given for maximal maximally-connected Z-chromatic planar graphs (i.e., 3-connected quad- 
rangulations for ~ = 2 and 4-connected triangulations for Z = 3) whose chromatic polynomials 
have real zeros arbitrarily close to (but less than) X. 
O. Int roduct ion 
For a (simple) graph G, let x(G), P(G,t) and rmax(G) denote the chromatic number 
of G, its chromatic polynomial, and the largest real zero of its chromatic polyno- 
mial, respectively. The real zeros of P(G, t) are then contained in the closed interval 
[0, rm~x(G)]. The largest integer zero of P(G,t) is of  course equal to z (G) -  1. 
In [4] I proved that if n is large enough compared with m, then P(Km,n,t) has real 
zeros arbitrarily close to all integers i satisfying 2<<,i<<,½m. Since Z(Km, n ) -  1 -- 1, 
this shows that in general there is no upper bound for the largest real zero of P(G, t) 
in terms of its largest integer zero. However, in special cases there may be such an 
upper bound. Rather trivially, the chordal (or triangulated, or rigid-circuit) graphs have 
chromatic polynomials whose only zeros are integers, and so clearly rmax(G) = z (G) -  1 
for such a graph. Slightly less trivially, the chromatic polynomials of all outerplanar 
graphs were characterized in [3]; apart from the zero at 1, every other zero of such a 
polynomial is of  the form 1 plus a root of unity, and so again rmax(G) = x (G) -  1. 
It is easy to find examples to show that this is not true for planar graphs in general. 
However, for planar graphs I conjecture that rmax(G) < z(G) (but see the Addendum 
at the end of this paper): 
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Conjecture. If G is a Z-chromatic planar graph, then P(G, t) is positive throughout the 
interval [Z, cx~). 
For Z = 4 this is a well-known conjecture, which (for example) follows from the 
Birkhoff-Lewis conjecture [1]; but I have not seen it before for Z < 4. For X = 1 
it is trivial, since if G is 1-chromatic then P(G, t) has a unique zero, at 0. We shall 
see that the conjecture (if true) is best possible for ~ = 2 and 3; specifically, in Sec- 
tion Z below we shall see how to construct maximal maximally-connected x-chromatic 
planar graphs (i.e., 3-connected plane quadrangulations for X = 2 and 4-connected Eu- 
lerian plane triangulations for Z = 3) whose chromatic polynomials have real zeros 
arbitrarily close to (but less than) X- Beraha and Kahane [6] construct plane triangula- 
tions (not 5-connected) whose chromatic polynomials have real zeros arbitrarily close 
to 4. 
The chromatic polynomials of the octahedron Ca +/£2 and the pentagonal dou- 
ble pyramid C5 +K2 have zeros at 2.546602... and 2.677814 .... respectively. I con- 
jectured in [4] that the chromatic polynomial of a plane triangulation is non-zero 
throughout the intervals (2,2.546602...) and (2.677814 .... 3). In [5] I proved the first 
of these conjectures and repeated the second. The examples constructed in Section 
3 below, which include non-Eulerian as well as Eulerian 4-connected triangulations, 
show that the second conjecture is actually false. However, I still conjecture that it is 
true for 5-connected triangulations (and over a longer interval, since (75 +/~2 is not 
5-connected). 
1. Generalizations 
The constructions for planar graphs are given in Sections 2 and 3. In this section 
we set the discussion in a wider context. Let 3~k denote the class of graphs that do 
not have Kk+l as a subcontraction, f~k < denote the class of graphs G such that every 
subcontraction of G has a vertex of degree k or less, and f#~ denote the class of 
k-degenerate graphs, that is, graphs G such that every subgraph of G has a vertex of 
degree k or less. 
Clearly f#k < C f#ff and f#k <C ~k+l for each k. Note also that 
{edgeless graphs} = ~t ~, = ~0 < = ~0 c, 
{forests} = Off2 = f¢l < = f#~, 
{outerplanar g aphs} C our3 = f~2 < C ~2 c, 
{planar graphs} C Jr4 C f#5 < C f#5 c. 
For each class of graphs, one can pose three problems: if all one knows about a 
graph G is that it belongs to the class, then what can one say about (1) ;~(G), (2) 
rmax(G), and (3) the location of the complex zeros of P(G,t)? The solution of the 
simplest problem, (1), is known for f#~ and f~ for all k, and for 3elk when k~<5. 
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Theorem 1 below solves problem (2) for f~k<; it is unsolved for f#~ and ~k except for 
very small values of k. Nothing seems to be known about problem (3) except, again, 
for very small values of k. 
Theorem 1. I f  G E f#{ and t E (k ,~)  then P (G, t )>O;  that is, rmax(G)<~k. 
Proof. Let G E f#k <, choose a vertex v in G with degree l<~k, and let v be joined 
to vertices vl . . . . .  vl by edges el . . . . .  el. For i E {1 .. . . .  l}, let Gi denote the graph 
obtained from G by deleting edges el . . . . .  ei-1 and contracting edge ei (and then delet- 
ing one edge of any pair of parallel edges so formed). Then Gt = G - v, and in 
general Gi is obtained from G - v by adding some number li of additional edges 
incident with vi, where 0 ~< l i ~ l --  i. Order these additional edges arbitrarily, and for 
j E { 1,.. . ,  li} let Gi,j denote the graph obtained from Gi by deleting the first j - 1 of 
these additional edges and contracting the jth. Then the deletion-contraction f rmula 
gives 
P( G,t) = P (G\  {el },t)  - P (G, , t )  = P (G\  {el ,ez},t )  - P( G1,t) - P(Gz, t) 
I 
. . . . .  P (G\{e l  . . . . .  e l},t)  - ~P(G i ,  t). 
i=t 
In a similar way, 
It 
P(Gi, t) = P(G - v, t) - ~ P(Gi,j, t), 
j=l  
and P(G\{e l  . . . . .  el},t)  = tP(G - v,t). Thus 
1 li 
P(G,t )  = (t - I )P(G - v,t) + ~ Y~P(Gi,j,t). 
i=1 j=l 
Since G-v  and all the graphs Gi, j are subcontractions of G, we can assume inductively 
that their chromatic polynomials are strictly positive whenever t > k, and since l ~< k
the same therefore holds for P(G,t) .  [] 
We note that Theorem 1 is best possible, since gk+ 1 ~_ ~ and P(Kk+t,t) has a 
zero at x(Kk+l ) -- 1 = k. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that if G E f~k < fq JCgk then 
rmax(G ) < k (since then either l < k or li > 0 for some i). This gives an alternative 
proof of the result of Birkhoff and Lewis [1] that the chromatic polynomial of a planar 
graph is positive throughout the interval [5, ~) .  
Two questions naturally suggest hemselves in connection with Theorem 1. 
Question 1. I f  G c f#{, what can one say about the distribution o f  the zeros o f  
P(G, t) in the complex plane? Is it true, for  example, that they all have modulus at 
most k? What is the smallest disk that must contain them? 
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Question 2. Is the set {rmax(G) : G C fiE} bounded above? I f  so, what is its least 
upper bound? 
It is easy to see that the answer to Question 2 is not k; that is, the conclu- 
sion of  Theorem 1 does not hold in general for k-degenerate graphs. For exam- 
ple, the graph obtained from the wheel on six vertices by removing one of the 
five 'spoke' edges is 2-degenerate and is easily found to have chromatic polyno- 
mial t(t - 1)(t - 2)(t 3 - 6t 2 + 13t - 11), which has a zero at about 2.6823 .... In 
connection with both questions, Read and Royle [2] have shown that there are 3- 
regular graphs of  large girth whose chromatic polynomials have zeros with negative 
real part; these graphs are in (¢~, and of course every graph is in (¢k < for some k. 
The figures in [2] suggest hat perhaps the chromatic polynomial of  every 3-regular 
graph has all its zeros in the disk centre 1 radius 2 + e, for some quite small E 
(say, s = 0.1). 
2. Planar bipartite graphs 
In this section we shall see how to construct 3-connected plane quadrangulations 
whose chromatic polynomials have zeros arbitrarily close to 2. However, we shall first 
look at a much simpler class of  planar bipartite graphs, which are neither maximal 
nor maximally connected, but whose chromatic polynomials have the same property. 
Let CO(a, b, c) denote the graph consisting of  two vertices joined by internally disjoint 
paths of  lengths a, b and c respectively. Let x := t - 1. 
Lemma 2.1. tx-t P( CO(a, b, c), t) = x a+b+c-1 ÷( -  1 )a+b+c[(--x)a ÷(--x)b ÷(--x )C ÷x-- l]. 
Proofi Suppose u and v are distinct vertices in a graph G. Let Gt denote the graph 
obtained from G by adding a path of  l edges connecting u and v, and let Go be the 
graph obtained from G by identifying u and v. Then the deletion-contraction formula 
gives 
P(GI, t) = xl-1p(G, t) - P( Gt-1, t) = [x l-1 - xl-2]P(G, t) + P(Gt-2, t) 
. . . . .  [x l - I  _x l -2  +. . .  + (-1)l-1]P(G,t) + (-1)tP(Go, t) 
= t-l[x l + (--1)l-1]p(G,t) + (-1)IP(Go, t). (1) 
I f  G = K2 then P(G, t )= tx and P(Go, t )= 0, since Go contains a loop. Thus taking 
l = n - 1 in (1) gives the well-known formula 
P(Cn,t) =X[X n- I  + (-1)n],  (2) 
where Cn is the circuit of  n vertices. Now take G = Cb+c and l = a, and choose u 
and v so that Gt = CO(a, b, e) and Go consists of  Cb and Cc with a vertex in common. 
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Fig. 1. The graph A6. 
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Then, by a well-known formula, P(Go, t) = t- lP(Cb, t)P(Cc, t), and so (1) and (2) 
give 
tx-lP(O(a, b, c), t) 
= [xa- -~( - -1 )a - -1 ] [X  b+c-1 +(-1)  6+C] + ( - l )~x[x  b-l + (--1)b][x c-1 + (--1)c], 
which rearranges to the desired formula. [] 
Theorem 2. I f  a, b and c are all even, then O(a,b,c)  is a planar bipartite graph whose 
chromatic polynomial has a real zero that tends to 2 f rom below as a, b, c ~ c~. 
Proof. O(a,b,c)  is clearly planar. The fact that a, b and c are all even ensures that 
O(a,b,c)  is bipartite and ( -1 )  a+b+c = 1. Let e > 0 be given, w.l.o.g, e < 1, and let 
l Then t = 2 - e so that 0 < x = 1 - e < 1. Choose k sufficiently large that x k < ~5. 
provided that a, b and c are not less than k, Lemma 2.1 gives 
tx - lP (O(a ,b ,c ) , t )  < ¼5 + [43-5 + 1 - e - 1] = 0. 
However, P(O(a ,b ,c ) ,2 )  > 0 since @(a,b,c) is bipartite, and so P(O(a ,b ,c ) , t )  has 
a zero between 2 - e and 2 if a, b, c are even and large enough. This holds for each 
e > 0, which proves Theorem 2. [] 
We shall now describe 3-connected plane quadrangulations whose chromatic poly- 
nomials have the same property as in Theorem 2. Let An (n~>2) be the graph whose 
vertices are x ,y  and Ui, V i and wi ( l  <~i<<.n - 1), with edges XUn-1, xvn-1, xwn-l,  yul, 
yvl, ywl, and uiui+l, uivi+l, viVi+l, viWi+l,WiWi+l and wiui+ 1 (1 <~i<~n - 2). Note that 
A2 ~/(2,3, and A3 is the cube. The graph A6 is shown in Fig. 1; for convenience, the 
vertices Ul,..., u5 and all edges in the path yulu2.. ,  usx are shown twice. 
Theorem 3. A2k (k >~ 2) is a 3-connected plane quadrangulation whose chromatic poly- 
nomial has a real zero that tends to 2 f rom below as k --+ c~. 
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An 
2 
c. 
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Bn 
2 
Dn 
Fig. 2. The 'ends' of the graphs An,Bn, Cn and Dn. 
Proof. It is easy to see that A2k is a 3-connected plane quadrangulation. In order to 
prove the result about the chromatic polynomial, we shall introduce further graphs Bn, 
Cn and D n. For convenience we shall define 
an := t - l ( t  -- 1 ) - lp (An ,  t), (3) 
and analogously for bn, c, and dn. 
The 'ends' of  the graphs An, Bn, Cn and D~ are shown in Fig. 2, with the vertices 
un-i, Vn-i and Wn-i all labelled i. Bn is the graph obtained from An by adding a new 
vertex z adjacent o u,-1 and v,-1, and Cn is obtained from B, by adding a new vertex 
o adjacent o x and z. Note that putting 1 = 2 in (1) gives 
P(G2, t) = (t - 2)P(G, t) + P(Go, t). (4) 
Since identifying Un_ 1 and l)n_ 1 in An gives (a graph isomorphic to) Cn-1, and iden- 
tifying x and z in Bn gives An, (4) gives 
and 
bn = ( t - 2)an + Cn-- 1 (5) 
c. = (t - 2)b. + a.. (6) 
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Finally, Dn := An+l -x .  By applying the deletion-contraction formula to the three 
edges at x in An we find 
a, = (t - 3)dn-I + 3bn-1 - an-l, (7) 
and applying (4) to the three divalent vertices in Dn we find 
dn =( t -2 )3dn- t  + ( t -2)2bn_l  +2(t--2)Cn_1 + (t--  1)an--1 
= (t -- 2)3dn_l + 3(t - 2)Cn- 1 + an-1 (8) 
by (6). Now put 
en := (t - 3)dn + 3bn (9) 
and y := t - 2. Then (7) gives 
an = en-1 - an - l ;  (10) 
(5), (10) and (6) give 
bn -- y(en-I -an -1)+ ybn-1 +an-1 =(1 - y)an-t + ybn-l +yen- l ;  (11) 
and (9), (8) and (5) give 
en = (y - 1)(y3dn-1 + 3yCn-1 + an-l) + 3(yan + Cn-1 ) 
= y3(en- I  -- 3bn-1) + 3(1 + y2 _ y) (ybn- I  + an- l )  
+(y-  1)an-I + 3y(en-I -an - l )  by (9), (6) and (10), 
= (2 - 5y + 3y2)an_l + (3y - 3y2)bn-1 + (y3 + 3y)en-1. (12) 
Now assume that y is small and negative, say 
- 10 -3  < y < 0. (13)  
C la im.  I f  n >>. 2 is even then 
an<l+ky ,  bn>l+(½k+2)y  
7 where k = 1114+ 13(n -  2)]~>~. 
and en >2+(3k+ 3)y, (14) 
Proof. We prove the Claim by induction on n. Suppose n = 2, so that k = 7. By 
direct calculation (either by hand, or by using a computer program to calculate the 
chromatic polynomials and then manipulating them using a symbolic algebra package 
such as MAPLE), and using (13), we find that 
7 a2 =y3 +y2 +2y+ 1 = y (y+ 1)2 + gy+ 1 < 1 + 7y, 
b2=y4+y3+3y2+2y+l>l+2y>l+(27)y ,  
ez=y6+y 5 + 5y4 + 2y 3 +9ye+4y+2>2+4y>2+ ~y,  
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so that (14) holds when n = 2. Now suppose that (14) holds for some even number 
n~>2. Then (10)-(13) give 
a,+,>l+(½k+3)y ,  bn+l<l+(k+Z)y+(k+Y)y2<l ,  
and, writing 2k+4 = (3k+ ~)+(½k-  3), 
e.+t < 2+(3k+ ~)y+(½k - 3 )y+(k+ ~)yZ +(3  k _4)y3 + 3(k + 1)y4 
< 2+(~k+ ~2)y. 
Using (10)-(13) again we find 
a,+2 < 1 + (k + ~)y,  
bn+2 > 1 +(½k+ 7)y + (k + ~)y2 > 1 + [½(k+ ~) + 2]y, 
and 
cn+2 > 2 + (k + 7)y + (2k + .~)y2 + ½(3k + 13)y 3 + ¼(6k + 19)y 4 
> 2 +(k+V)y  >2 + [3(k+ ~)+ 3]y. 
since k > 4 5-. It follows by induction that (14) holds for all even n >~2, which completes 
the proof of the Claim. 
Now let e > 0 and choose y so that max{-10-3 , -e}  < y < 0, so that 2 - e < 
2 + y = t < 2. Then (3) and (14) give 
P(An, t) -- t(t - 1)an < t ( t -  1){1 + ½114 + 13(n - 2)y]} 
if n is even, which is negative if n is large enough. Since An is bipartite, P(An,2) > O, 
and so it follows that P(A,, t) has a real zero in the interval (2 -  e,2) if n is even and 
sufficiently large. This holds for all e > 0, and so Theorem 3 is proved. [] 
3. Zeros between 2 and 3 
In this final section we shall show how to construct both Eulerian and non-Eulerian 
4-connected plane triangulations whose chromatic polynomials have zeros arbitrarily 
close to 3. 
We shall consider a class of graphs in which the generic member is ~,(al,  a2 .. . . .  a,), 
where each ai is either a positive integer or the symbol - .  This graph is derived 
as follows from a copy of Kz, n in which the two partite sets are labelled {u,w} 
and {va,v2 . . . . .  vn}. For each ai that is a positive integer, add a path of ai edges 
connecting u to w, with all its ai - -  1 internal vertices (if any) adjacent o vi and 
vi+l (reducing subscripts modulo n) and so having degree 4. For each ai that is a 
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Fig. 3. Some of the graphs ~2(al,a2) and ~3(al,a2,a3). 
symbol - ,  add an edge joining vi to Vi+l. A few graphs of this type are shown 
in Fig. 3; the graphs ~2(a,b) and ~3(a,b,c) (a,b,c > 0) are easiest o draw with 
the vertex Vl and edges uvl and VlW shown twice. We shall prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4. I f  k is odd, then ~3(k,k,k ) and #)3(k,k,k-1) are, respectively, 3-chromatic 
and 4-chromatic 4-connected plane triangulations, each o f  whose chromatic polyno- 
mials has a real zero that tends to 3 f rom below as k --~ oo. 
Proof. It is easy to see that these graphs are, respectively, Eulerian and non-Eulerian 
4-connected plane triangulations, and of course a plane triangulation is 3-chromatic if
it is Eulerian and 4-chromatic otherwise. The hard part of Theorem 4 is the result 
about the chromatic polynomials. 
Let q~n(al,a2 . . . . .  an) := P(~n(al,a2 . . . .  ,an),t) and let ~n(al,a2 . . . . .  an) := t -1 × 
( t -  1 ) - l ( t -  2)-l~bn(al,a2 . . . . .  an), which has the same sign as flpn(al,a2 . . . . .  an) if 
t > 2. Let u := t - 3. A standard formula for reducing vertices of degree 4 shows that 
~n(2,a2 . . . . .  an)=U~n(- ,a2 . . . . .  an) + (u + 1)~n_l(a2 . . . . .  an) - ~n(1,az,...  ,an), 
and in general, if l ~> 2, 
~n(l, a2 . . . . .  an) 
: u ' - l~n( - ,a2  .. . .  ,an) + (u + 1)l-lq~n_1(a2 . . . .  ,an) - ~pn(l -- 1,a2 . . . . .  an), 
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from which it follows inductively that 
~n(l ,a 2 . . . . .  an)_  U' L (--1)lU ~)n(_ a2 . . . . .  an ) 
u+l  
(u + 1) l + (-1) l (u + 1)2n-1(a2,z + an) u+2 
+ ( -  1)l-~q~n(l,a2 ... . .  an). (15) 
Naturally the analogous formula to (15) holds for different coordinate positions. 
We now list some polynomials. Assume throughout that a, b, c are positive integers 
and let Pn and C,  denote the path and circuit with n vertices. Rather trivially, q51(a) = 
tP(P~+l, t  - 1) = t(t  - 1)(t - 2) a, so that 
q~l(a) = (u + 1) ~-l. (16) 
It is easy to see that 
q~2(a,-) = u a. (17) 
It is also not difficult to see, using (2), that 
q~2(a, 1) : t(t  - 1 )P (C~+l , t  - 2) + tP(Ca+l,t  - 1) 
= t ( t -  1) ( t -  3 ) [ ( t -  3) a + ( -1 )  a+l] + t ( t -  2) [ ( t -  2) a + (-1)a+l], 
whence 
u a+l (u+l )  ~ +(_1)~+1 u2+3u+l  
~2(a ' l )=  u+-----1 + u+T (u+ 1)(u+2)" 
Now (15)-(18) give 
4~z(a,b)- ub-}- ( - -1 )bu^ a 
-~TT ¢2(,-) 
(18) 
(u + 1) b + (-1)b(u + 1)21(a),e (-1)b-ll~z(a, + + 1) 
u+2 
__ U a+b (U q- 1) a+b- I  U 2 
u+l  + + (_l)a+b +3u+l  (19) 
u+2 (u+ 1)(u + 2)" 
Since {b3(a, - , - )  ~ 4}2(a,2) and ~3(a, 1 , - )  is obtained from ~2(a, 1) by inserting 
a vertex of degree 3 inside a triangle, we have 
q~3(a,- , -)  = q~2(a,2) and q~3(a, 1 , - )  = u~z(a ,  1). (20) 
Now (15) and (17)-(20) give 
(}3(a ,b , -  ) - u b + ( - -1)bu ~)2(a, 2)  
u+l  
(u -1- 1) b + ( -  1)b(u + 1)22(a,,e ( - -1)b- lud~z(a,  + + 1) 
u+2 
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U a+b+2 ub(u "~- 1 )a ~_ ua(u hi_ 1 )b 
(U+ 1) 2 -'}- U+2 
U 2 + 3U + 1 1 a+b 
+ (u~ 1-~USr-2) [ ( -  ) u(u + 2) + (--1)au b + (--1)bua]. 
Since ~3(1,b,c)  has a separating triangle, it is not difficult to see that 
q~3(a,b, l)  = q~2(a, 1)62(b, 1). 
Finally, using (15), (18), (19), (21) and (22), we have 
u ~ + ( -1)~u  ^  (u+ 1) c + (-1)C(u + 1)~2(a,b ) 
~)3(a,b,c) u+ 1 ~b3(a'b' - )  + u+2 
+ ( -1)c -1~2(a,  1)~2(b  , 1) 
u "+b+c+2 u"+b(u + 1)~ + ub+~(u + 1)~ + ua+C(u + 1)b 
(u + 1 )3 (u + 1 )(u + 2) 
(21) 
(22) 
U 2 +3u+ 1 
(u + 1)3(u + 2) [(-1)aub+c (_ l)~u ~+~ (--1)C u a+b] + + 
U(U 2 "~- 3u + 1 )a+b uc 1 )a+cub 
+ (u + 1)3 ) [ ( -  1 + ( -  + ( -  1)b+cua] 
u 2 + 3u+ 1 
(u+ 1)(u + 2) 2 
x [ ( -  1 )a+b(u + 1 )c + (_ 1 )a+C(u + 1 )b + (_ 1 )b+c(u + 1 )~] 
-~ (U ~- 1)a+b+c--1 U 2 + (-- 1 )a+b+c + 3U + 1 
(U + 2) 2 (U -+- 1)3(u -t- 2) 2 
X [UZ(U + 2) 2 -- U(U + 1)]. (23) 
Eq. (23) has been checked by using MAPLE to substitute small values for a, b and c 
and verifying that the result agrees with that obtained by using a computer program 
for calculating chromatic polynomials. 
Note that u 3 + 3u + 1 > 0 if u > ½(-3 + v~)  -~ -0,382. So suppose that t = 3 - e, 
i.e., u = -e ,  where 0 < e < 0.38, and suppose k is odd. It follows from (23) that 
U 2 -t- 3U + 1 (U + 1) 3k-1 
()3(k'k'k) =6uk+ (u+l ) (u+2)  2[3(u+ 1)k] + (u+2)  2 
u 2+3u+1 [u2(u+2)  2 -u (u+l ) ] ,  (24) 
(U -+" 1 )3(U -t- 2) 2 
where 6 is bounded as k -~ ec. Since 
U2(U n t- 2) 2 -- u(u + 1) = ua(u + 1)(u + 3) -- u > --u > O, 
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and since, for fixed ~, (u+ 1) k ~ 0 as k --+ cxD, it follows that q~3(k,k,k) <0 i fk  is 
large enough. However, ~3(k,k,k) = 1 by (24) if  u = 0 (or, alternatively, ~3(k,k,k) 
has the same sign as (p3(k,k,k), which is positive when t = 3 since ~3(k,k,k) is 
3-colourable), and so, for each e > 0, q53(k,k,k) has a real zero in the interval (3 -e ,3 )  
if k is (odd and) sufficiently large. 
By a similar argument, it follows from (23) that 
U 2 + 3U + 1 )k-1 (U -+- 1) 3k-2 
(o3(k ,k ,k -1 )=f luk+(u+l ) (u+2) i [ (u+l  - 2(u + 1)k] + (u + 2)2 
+ 
u 2 + 3u + 1 
(U + 1)3(u +2)  2 
[U2(U + 2) 2 -- u(u + 1)], 
where 6 f is bounded as k --+ oo, so that if we set 
u-  ~(u + 1)2(u + 2) 2 [d3(k, k, k - 1 ) - 6'u k] 
Qk(u) := u 2 + 3u + 1 
and y :=t -2 - - -u+l ,  then 
uQk(u) = yk _ 2yk+l + 
y3k U2(U + 2)e 
+ 
u2+3u+l  u+l  
and 
y3k _ yk+l _ (u 2 + 3u)yk+1 u2(u + 2)2 
= yk[1 - (u + 1)] + u 2 + 3u + 1 + u u+l  
y3k-I + y3k-2 + . . .  -t- yk+l _ (U + 3)y k+l 
Qk(u) = _yk + 
u2+3u+l  
U(U + 2) 2 
1. (25) 
u+l  
Putting u = 0, y= 1 in (25) gives Qk(0)>0 if k>3.  But i fu  =-e ,  y = 1 -  
where 0 < e < 0.38, then yk __~ 0 as k --~ oc, and so Qk(u) < 0 if k is large enough. 
Since the truth of  these statements is unaffected by adding a bounded multiple of 
u k-1 to Qk(u), it follows that dp3(k,k,k - 1) has a real zero in the interval (3 - e,3) 
if k is odd and sufficiently large. This holds for all ~ > 0, and so Theorem 4 is 
proved. [] 
Addendum 
I am indebted to Bill Jackson for drawing my attention to references [7] and, thereby, 
[6]. Thomassen [7] independently proved Theorem 1 of the present paper with the 
weaker bound rma×(G)<~2k. He also [7] disproved the Conjecture in Section 0 when 
X = 3, and gave a negative answer to Question 2; [7] contains many related results 
and questions. 
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